How much do you know about CANADA?

► CANADA: Geography

Go to: http://www.trailcanada.com/images-maps/canada-map-political.jpg and complete the map with:

a) The provinces and territories (in red)
b) The borders (in green)
c) The oceans (in blue)

Now, complete:

1. In Canada, there are ............... provinces and .............. territories.

2. Canada has □ 0 □ 1 □ 2 common border(s) with □ the USA □ Iceland □ Alaska

3. It is surrounded by □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 oceans (→ names : ..............................................................................................).

► CANADA: ID CARD

Go to: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canada and complete:

4. Canada is the □ 1st □ 2nd □ 3rd □ 4th largest country in the world (almost ...................................... km²).

5. The capital city is .............................................................. but the biggest city is ..............................................................

6. In Canada, there are about □ 34,000,000 □ 50,000,000 □ 100,000,000 inhabitants.

7. There are □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 official languages (→ names : ..............................................................................................).

8. Draw the Canadian flag and describe it: ..............................................................................................

9. Who is the head of state? (title + name) ..............................................................................................

10. Who is the head of government? (title + name) ....................................................................................

12. What is the name of the Canadian currency? ..........................................................................................

13. What is the Canadian anthem? ..............................................................................................................
14. Find the names of these famous Canadian people and link them to the corresponding picture:

P_____ A_______ (actress)  
A____ L______ (female rock singer)  
S____ P____ (rock band)  
J__ C______ (film actor)  
C____ D____ (female singer)

15. Can you find the names of these typically Canadian animals? Help: http://www.wordreference.com/fr/

► VANCOUVER: 2010 Winter games!

Go to: http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vancouver  and complete:

16. Where is Vancouver? ...................................................................................................................... Draw it on the map.

17. Draw the logo of the Olympic Games. ________. What does it symbolize? .................................................................

Go to: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2010_Winter_Olympics  and complete:

18. Draw the 2010 winter games logo: ________. What does it symbolize? .................................................................

19. How many nations are participating in the event? ...................... And how many athletes? .........................

20. Where and when will the next winter games be organized? .................................................................................................

Where and when will the next summer games be organized? .................................................................................................